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Meet David: David has been teaching at Institute for almost 10 years. His favorite class to teach is Customer Service Inside and Out. If he
could meet anyone, it would be Sitting Bull, the Sioux Native American Leader. In his free time, he designs and creates southwestern jewelry.

 

What do you like the most about teaching at Institute?

What I enjoy most about teaching at Institute is the continual fresh ideas that each student brings with him/her each year to Institute. After 20
years of chamber management, and teaching for almost 10 years, I continue to hear several examples of new, fresh, innovative, and forward
thinking ideas from each class that will assist them in the future of their chambers and associations.

How long have you been teaching at Institute? 

I have been teaching for almost 10 years for Institute. 1981 was my first year of Institute in Boulder, Colorado and the IOM program was a total
of 6 years, with books to read, tests to pass and qualify for the next year’s programs.  I continue to find it a privilege to contribute to the growth
of each student who transfers their knowledge and passion to their own organization's success.

What’s been the most rewarding part about teaching at Institute?

The most rewarding part of teaching is to have a student “discover” that they have the tools to succeed in their Industry, and then use those
tools to build a better organization. Also the thank you notes I receive during the year when a former “Ah-Ha” moment in class is matured to a
success in their organization, and they share that success with me.

What is your favorite course to teach at Institute and why?

My favorite course to teach at Institute is course C-250 Customer Service Inside and Out. No matter how small or large a chamber or
association is, customer service is the hub of the wheel that supports each spoke of service that is our pleasure to extend, and our members
expect. This three hour course is participatory and enthusiastic and often the phrase is heard…"That was the fastest three hour course I have
ever had". This specific course was also just conducted, at their invitation, for the United States Air Force at Holloman Air Force Base in
Alamogordo, New Mexico.

What is your profession when not involved in Institute?

My profession is a National Speaker and Trainer on Customer Service. I conduct seminars for chambers of commerce in USA and Canada that
are fundraisers for hungry budgets. Two 2-hour programs in the same day have drawn hundreds of attendees for each session. Other offerings
from my company include facilitating strategic planning sessions for chamber and associations. Over 262 facilitations to date, and each board I
work with add new ideas, values and goals that I share with the next chamber, this is a real win-win. I have often combined my customer service
programs as a keynote or seminar and a planning session in the same week, as the revenue from the fundraiser easily covers the expenses for
both events.
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What is your proudest accomplishment?

One of my proudest accomplishments is when a staff person realizes that chamber management is a great fit for them, and they go to Institute,
get their IOM, and now are running their or own an organization. 

How did you get involved with the nonprofit industry?

I got involved in the nonprofit industry in 1981 when I was hired to head the Palmdale, California Chamber of Commerce. I was there 10 years
before accepting the CEO position of the Palm Springs, California Chamber of Commerce for the next 10 years. Institute in 1981 convinced me
that I had found my business and career. Still being involved in nonprofit industry with chambers and associations continues to ignite my passion
for the value of leadership, volunteers, and the victories they can achieve.

If you could meet anyone in the world, who would it be and why?

It would have been a pleasure to meet Sioux Native American Leader Sitting Bull for the simple fact that he lived by the 4 Sioux Virtues of
Fortitude, Generosity, Bravery and Wisdom. These are still the foundation of leadership today and can be found in each chamber and
association executive today.

In your free time, what do you do for fun?
In my free time, I design and make handmade southwest jewelry. Turquoise, gemstones, shells are all included in my offerings. I now have my
products in several gift shops and three museum gift shops in the U.S. I have won ribbons at juried art shows, and often donate to each Institute
silent auction to contribute to the U.S. Chamber Institute Scholarship fund. My webpage at www.palmspringssouthwest.com has a few eye
dazzlers on it. Additional free time produced my first publication in the new anthology, “Success Simplified” from Insight Publishing.

Do you have a website, blog, or social media page where we could read more about you?

Additional information for chamber and association offerings can be found at www.davidkaakaer.com, and I invite inquires on fundraisers and
keynote presentations to my email at davidkaaker@verizon.net or give me a ring at 760-323-4600.
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